similar to the results in which Kaminski et al. (1980) had classified the equine Tf types into two groups (groups of D, F, H2 types and M, O, R types) by immunochemical analysis. Especially, since a trace of T+ band could be detected in the X type by SDS-PAGE, it may be determined as a null type of T+ band. From this phenomenon, it was presumed that the equine Tf types and the T+ and T-components may be controlled by some closely linked loci just like the haplotype1) and remarkably similar genes. Possibility of such size heterogeneity of Tf molecules caused by plural genes had been suggested by Tsuji3) from the results analysed using bovine serum Tf, but he was not supported it.
If the diversity of equine Tf molecules is controlled by some remarkably similar genes and several closely linked loci just like haplotype, new information on horse phylogeny will be able to be obtained from the diversity in Tf locus. Accordingly, equine Tf type was subgrouped by peptide mapping to examine the results1) previously obtained by biochemical methods. This work was sponsored by the Tokyo University of Agriculture. Remarks; Equine Tf types were D, F, H, O and R variants,
